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Eashan's Thoughts #2
Hello! My name is Eashan Reddy Kotha and you signed up for this newsletter because you wanted to

become more knowledgeable about art, culture, tech and more. Be sure to move this email to your
primary tab and add me to your contacts so things don't get lost in spam!

Hey fam! 

!

 Welcome to the second edition of Eashan's Thoughts. Here's what I've got for you this
week.
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Art Piece Quick Talk: Song of the Lark 





This week we're kicking it back to French Realism. 

Realism (also known as naturalism, mimesis, illusionism) is basically art that portrays things in a way
that look, real. It's work that's meant to look sort of photographic. 

One famous work in the French Realism movement was Jules Breton's Song of the Lark. A lark is
typically used to symbolize the dawn, when daylight first starts to come in. That detail gives the work an
extra layer. The painting depicts a peasant woman standing in a muddy green-yellow and brown field
with a scythe in her right hand. In the background an rising orange sun peeks above the horizon. The
sky is painted with soft colors, contrasting the sharp features of the woman in the foreground.

It's a glorified take on hard work and in the time it was made, Breton's piece was very popular. So
popular that the market was saturated with prints of his work. He even made painted copies of his
work like, "Oh, the store sold out of prints? Give me 20 mins, I'll whip you up a fresh one."

The theme of romanticizing hard work is in line with the United States in that era, which was in its
Reconstruction-era, dominated by the Protestant work ethic. In a sentence, it emphasized the ability to
work with discipline and be frugal to be well regarded. 

Jules Breton basically said through his work: "rural life is cool, okay?"

Breton started out painting historical subjects but after he moved to France in 1852, he pivoted to paint
nature and the country. Those were things that affected him as a young child so that's where he felt
comfortable exploring. His dainty depictions of single women in a landscape with a sun in the
background became his artistic signature. 

The Song of the Lark won a contest in 1934 at the The Chicago World's Fair for the "most beloved
work of art in America" 

Perhaps the fondness for the rural is partly due to America leaping into an industrialized era and
Breton's works represented a "nostalgic nod to a vanishing past."

Typically, the realist pieces that I've seen before were more grim and definitely not as idealistic.
Breton's work is a weird counter to that thematically, yet he maintains the form of realism through his
picturesque renderings. 

An Original Poem:

water etches land
flowing ink on rough paper
writ by Nature’s pen

At the moment, this is my favorite haiku that I've written so far.

Quick Productivity Tip:



If you're trying to get momentum forming a habit start small. Easy, achievable tasks combined with
consistency will result in way bigger results than you'd expect.

Quote of the Week:

"Learn from the mistakes of others. You can’t live long enough to make them all yourself." -Anonymous

Interesting Tidbits From My Research:

As of late, I've been working towards learning more about virtual reality and augmented reality as they
could be relevant to healthcare solutions. Here's some interesting facts I came across in my research;
it's about Snapchat.

1. More than 170 million Snapchat users use the augmented reality features on a daily basis. 
2. Snap has been working on a developer friendly platform and it's been paying off for them.

They're working on bringing updates to Lens Studio and map large physical spaces through it.
I'm interested to see how this opens up the field for even more AR games like Splatoon but in
the physical world. 

Maker's Lab

I spent a little more time on my website this past week. I was able to work out the formatting in a way
that appealed to me. I figured out how to use Javascript to code in a cool little progress bar that
indicates how far along I am in the 1,000 Haikus project. 

At the moment, I have to manually update every now and then. I'm working on somehow automating
the update process using javascript and APIs. We'll see how it goes!

I'm also in a community of writers now called Writer's Bloc. I've met a lot of other creatives in the group
and it's cool to get to learn from each other and give feedback on each other's works. I've yet to get into
the groove but I'm working on my first essay. If you'd like to be the first to look over it before everyone
gets it, let me know. 

One other thing I've considered is pivoting to either adding healthcare related newsletters. I've been
working on information capture and effective note-taking to streamline my process. Still figuring out the
details and I might make a course out of it. Information capture and note-taking are really critical skills.
There's so much upside to doing those when you're creating.

Tweet of the Week:

Check out this wholesome tweet of a shark and a person just dancing. Sound is required for this one.

https://twitter.com/deadnintendogs/status/1279954921865928704?s=12&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=french_realism_a_haiku_snapchat_ar_dancing_with_a_shark_meme_crypto_spike_dinosaurs_eliminating_cars_and_more&utm_term=2020-07-12


Recommended Reading::

1. Amusing: "Meme Crypto Surges because of Tik Tok"

Key points from this:

A viral series of Tik Toks resulted in a cryptocurrency surging 40% in value due to directed
campaigns to buy it and get rich. The coin in question is Dogecoin. Yes, it's a meme coin which
makes this all the more of a cautionary tale about investing. (Be sure to conduct the appropriate
research before investing.)

2. Food for Thought: "A Future Without Cars"

Key points from this:

This opinion piece combines some really cool visuals with information to present the benefits of a
future shift away from "car"-centric cities. The hypothetical peeks at car-less urban spaces is
worth scrolling through.

Media Recommendation (TV Show or Movie or YouTube video):

My media recommendation this week has got to be the 1993 Sci-Fi adventure, Jurassic Park. It's one of
my favorite films ever and for good reason. Its storytelling structure is absolutely on point and each of
the main characters undergo compelling character arcs. A surprising amount of the visuals hold up well
because there's only a total of 6 minutes of CGI in the entire 127 minute runtime. They used
animatronics so the dinosaurs looked way more lifelike back then and they still look great to this day.

Wrapping Up

If you're enjoying getting my thoughts, I'd love it if you shared it with a friend or two. You can send this
link to them so they could join. :)

If you see anything that you loved reading, feel free to let me know! I'd love to hear your ideas,
feedback or questions. Just hit reply.

See you next week,

Eashan Kotha

Eashan Reddy Kotha

3385 Michelson Drive, Irvine
California 92612 United States
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